APRIA
ArtEZ Platform for Research Interventions of the Arts

Submission Form
Open Call
The APRIA platform has an advisory board in which various teachers,
students and alumni of ArtEZ are represented. For 2021-2022 they are
Caroline Barmentlo (lecturer at Bachelor Theatre in Education Zwolle),
Tabea Nixdorff (alumna of Werkplaats Typografie), Cassandra Onck
(researcher at AeCT professorship, Arnhem), Liza Rinkema Rapuš
(student at DAI), Hanka van der Voet (head of Master Fashion Strategy,
Arnhem) and Agnieszka Wolodźko (lecturer and researcher at AKI
academy of Art and Design, Enschede). Every year, the advisory board
issues an Open Call in which it appeals to the ArtEZ community, artistic
researchers and artists to contribute. Each Open Call has a theme that
resonates with current developments in art, science and society and
which ties in with the APRIA statement. Submissions for the Open Call
will be judged by the advisory board. This involves looking at how the
contributions tie in with the theme of the Open Call, the urgency and the
substantive and/or artistic quality.
With the APRIA Open Call, we invite established researchers and artists,
but emphatically also beginning researchers and makers to contribute.
This can be done in very different forms: from article to image essay,
podcast or video. The advisory board assesses the contributions and,
where necessary, also provides support and guidance in publishing the
contributions. If you submit a contribution for the Open Call, please fill
out the form below completely and add it as an attachment to your
submission.
For questions, contact us via contactapria@artez.nl

Details

•

Title/subtitle

•

Abstract (max. 150 words)

•

Kind of submission (text, image
essay, creative practice, podcast,
film, other)

•

Tags/keywords (max. 5)

•

Images (amount, titles + captions
+ copyright details)

•

Video, podcast and/or other
media

Author(s)

•

First and last name(s)

•

Occupation / educational course

•

E-mail

•

Bio (max. 150 words)

Scope and relevance
•

How does the proposed submission
fit into the scope of the Open Call
and APRIA’s statement?

•

What is the urgency of the
proposed submission?

